CONNECTING POSITIVE AND NoRMATIvE LEGAL THEORY

Adrian Vermeule
Positive and normative legal theory often seem to have little to do
with one another. Part I describes the disconnect and suggests that it
arises from two sources: the gap between fact and value, and the gap
between external and internal perspectives on law. In the following
Parts, I lay out a repertoire of strategies and mechanisms for connecting positive and normative legal theory. Part II examines cases in
which positive theory serves as a direct source of normative arguments.
Part III examines cases in which positive theory serves as an indirect
constraint on normative decisionmaking. In the latter case, positive
theory serves a constructive role by narrowing the set of normative
arguments that must be considered when deciding what to do. Part
IV extends the theme of constraints to a second-order question: In
light of our best positive theories, to what audiences can normative
scholarship be addressed?

I. POSITIVE AND NORMATIVE THEORY DISCONNECTED
Positive and normative legal theory (and for that matter, political
and moral theory, but I will focus on legal theory) often seem radically disjunct; it is sometimes not clear, even in principle, what positive and normative theory have to do with one another. Two recurring conceptual problems create this disconnect. The first is the gap
between fact and value. The second is the gap between internal and
external perspectives on law. I will offer some brief remarks on each
before discussing, in the following Parts, how the gaps can be
bridged.
The fact-value distinction is alive and well in many quarters, despite the best efforts of some philosophical pragmatists and the disrepute of logical positivism. Some economists remain hostile to welfare economics on positivist grounds, arguing that the Kaldor-Hicks
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criterion and other staples of normative welfarism require interpersonal comparisons that are meaningless, epistemically too demanding, or unscientific. Lionel Robbins's original argument against interpersonal comparisons, although it conflated these conceptual,
epistemic, and methodological points, argued in fact-value terms. 1
Philosophical argumentation that seeks to close or reduce the
gap, such as the distinction between "brute" facts that are value free
and "institutional" facts that presuppose values,2 does not fully capture the everyday appeal of the distinction. Philosophers who deny
that the distinction captures any metaphysical truth may also admit its
utility, thus allowing that there is a pragmatic case for the fact-value
distinction.3 And the distinction is part of the everyday toolkit of debates in legal theory. Thus in the debate over "super precedents, 4
originalist Randy Barnett argues in part that common-law theorists
confuse fact and value:
An explanation of why a particular decision will not soon be overruled.., is distinct from an argument for why it ought not one day be reversed when the time is ripe .... [I] n their defense of the irreversibility of

super precedents, [common-law theorists] seem to be committing two
fundamental fallacies. The first is the conflation of the "is" with the
"ought"; the second is the conflation of the "actual" with the "necessary."5
Barnett's first fallacy attempts to sever the connection between the
positive and normative sides of precedent-based approaches to constitutional interpretation. His second fallacy addresses not the factvalue distinction, but the modal distinction between alterable facts
and constraints that are inalterable (at least in the short run). I take
up that distinction in Part III.
The second gap is between external and internal perspectives on
law. Positive theorists, particularly theorists from nonlegal disciplines
or legal theorists heavily influenced by those disciplines, often take an
external perspective on law, while traditional doctrinalists stick reso-
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lutely to the internal perspective. When theorists deploy positive political models that depict "law" as an equilibrium outcome of institutional interactions, the payoff is unclear from the perspective of the
old school. On this view, if a judge asks at oral argument what the
"law" is in a given area, the advocate who answers, "The law is what
emerges in equilibrium from your interaction with other institutions," is guilty of a category mistake. The judge is asking what she
should do, and why; the external account of law is no help with that
question. On this view, Holmes's famous claim that law is a prediction of what the courts will in fact do6 is a resolutely external account
of law, one that cannot coherently be offered within legal practice.
This problem can arise from the other side of the internalexternal divide as well. When the internal theorist (implicitly addressing the judiciary) says that the law rightly understood requires
the judge to say X, but the external theorist can show with high probability that the judge will say Y, or can show that a multimember court
deciding a series of cases will in all likelihood say nothing coherent at
all,7 it is not clear what the relevance of the internal theorist's claim
really is. In Part IV, I examine the limiting case of this situation,
where the normative theorist recommends public-spirited measures
to officials who, according to the best positive theory, have no incentive or motivation to listen to such advice. These twin possibilitiesthat positive theory lacks a doctrinal payoff, and that normative theory lacks a connection to the real world-emphasize the conceptual
gap between internal and external perspectives.
These gaps between fact and value, and between internal and external perspectives, are problems, but there are solutions as well. The
following Parts offer an analytic taxonomy of strategies for bridging
the two gaps, with illustrations from legal theory.
II. THE NORMATIVE POWER OF THE FACTUAL
I will begin with cases in which positive theory serves as a source of
normative theory; the next Part examines the constraints that positive
theory places on normative theory. The cases in this Part can be
lumped together under the rubric of "the normative power of the
6
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factual"8 : facts or causal mechanisms are a direct source of normative
arguments that would not have existed had the relevant facts or causation been different. In some cases (examined in Parts II.A and
II.B), the normative power of the factual is rationally defensible. In
other cases (examined in Part II.C), however, the normative power of
the factual operates by nonrational mechanisms. The role of facts
and causal theories in creating constraints, and thus an indirect
source of normative arguments, is examined in Part III.
A. PrescriptiveTheory
In common parlance, normative theory encompasses two types of
arguments: claims about the best means to adopt, given stipulated
ends, and claims about what ends it would be good to adopt. However, claims about the best means to adopt, given stipulated ends, can
usefully be given a separate label as "prescriptive" theory. Prescriptive
theories support conditional arguments from is to ought. In the case
of individual decisionmaking, if your goal is X, and the facts are Y,
then you should do Z. In the case of social or collective decisionmaking, if there is normative consensus on X, and policy Ywould in fact
produce X (ignoring other costs), then Y is a good policy. If the goal
is to minimize unemployment, and the minimum wage increases unemployment, then the minimum wage is bad and should be abolished. Even if positive arguments about facts and causation cannot
directly change people's ultimate preferences or values, surprising
positive claims can supply new information that changes their derived
preferences over different policies, legal rules, or institutional arrangements.
The best positive political theory has prescriptive value of this sort.
An example is Jerry Mashaw's model of the interpretive canon that
constitutional questions should be avoided, if fairly possible. The
canon is sometimes defended on the ground that, after all, the legislature can reinstate the constitutionally problematic statutory rule by

legislating more explicitly, should a majority desire to do so. But
Mashaw's treatment yields the counterintuitive implication that under a regime of narrowing interpretation, "even if the legislature acts
to 'correct' an interpretation with which it disagrees, it will almost
never end up with its originalpolicy reinstated, even ifnot a single member of
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the legislature has altered his or her preferences."9 The main effect, one
that is easy to overlook without explicit modeling, is that a narrow interpretation changes the status quo point and thus "reconfigure[s]
the structure of subsequent legislative bargaining." 10
The general point is that many normative approaches are partially
fact-dependent: they support no prescriptions at all unless and until
facts are plugged in, although facts are only necessary, not sufficient.
Famously, all purely consequentialist approaches are of this sort, because they hold that actions (or rules or dispositions) are good if and
only if their factual consequences are good; a value theory specifying
the good is also necessary, but facts are indispensable. Whether this
is an advantage or a defect of consequentialism is an open question.
Critics suggest that consequentialism is epistemically too demanding,
because no consequentialist will ever have sufficient information to
make the required judgments, and that consequentialism is scary, because any action, however monstrous, might be indicated by the theory, given some conceivable state of affairs. For consequentialists,
however, the fact-dependence of the approach is an advantage, not
least because, in many cases, it underscores that when people differ
about what to do, they are often disagreeing (perhaps implicitly)
about facts and consequences. Debates over the minimum wage are
often driven by different estimates of its effect on employment levels
and other components of the well-being of low-wage workers, rather
than by high political principles.
B. Tradition as a Source of Norms
Another interpretation of "the normative power of the factual" is
that tradition can serve as a source of norms. Normative theorists
(including constitutional theorists) who emphasize tradition attempt
to leverage from "is" to "ought." On this class of views, the way things
are and have been is taken as a guide for making current decisions,
perhaps because following tradition minimizes disruption and pro-

tects expectations, or because it conserves decisionmaking costs, or
because it aggregates the contributions of many minds, or because
evolved institutions are likely to be optimal.
In constitutional theory, Burkeans and common-law constitutionalists emphasize the role of traditions in giving content to constitu-
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tional norms, understanding traditions to include both general social
and political traditions, on the one hand, and narrower judicial traditions or precedents, on the other hand." Common law constitutionalism also shades into Dworkin's "law as integrity," in which precedents are part of the legal landscape into which our principled
justifications must fit.

2

The language of fit, however, also makes

precedents sound like a constraint on acceptable justifications rather
than a direct source of norms, so integrity is an ambiguous case.
The puzzles and problems surrounding traditionalism in constitutional adjudication are many.13 In the best case for traditionalists, the
relevant tradition has been continuous since some point in the remote past, so it is currently the status quo, and the relevant tradition
can uncontroversially be identified. These conditions will often fail
to hold, however. For one thing, traditions notoriously can be described at higher or lower levels of generality. 4 For another, it is not
obvious how Burkeans can deal with interrupted traditions. Where a
tradition was followed at time 1, but was abrogated or violated at time
2, what is the good Burkean to do at time 3? Both the time 1 practice
and the time 2 practice have their claims.
Even if the best conditions do hold, there is a further problem
that is especially troublesome."1
If judges decide on the basis of
precedent, rather than using their independent judgment, a type of
Burkean paradox arises. The paradox is that if many participants in
the line of precedent or tradition followed the precedent or tradition
(rather than exercising their independent reason), because doing so
was a way to improve their information, then the informational value
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of the tradition is lower to that extent; there are fewer independent
minds contributing to the collective wisdom.
On this account, Burkean praise for precedent is self-defeating.
The best contributions to the stream of precedent are those in which
individual judges, or small groups of judges, exercise their unaided
reason. Those who rely on tradition because it is, in Burke's words,
the "bank and capital of nations and of ages," 6 make withdrawals
from the common pool of information, for their private benefit;
those who exercise their unaided reason contribute to the common
pool, for the good of all.
Despite all this, the infirmities of Burkeanism should not obscure
the important theoretical role that tradition plays. Right or wrong,
the claim for tradition is that the way things are and have been itself
serves as a direct source of norms, potentially bridging the gap between fact and value. The appeal to tradition remains the most theoretically critical attempt to leverage directly from "is"
to "ought."
C. The NonrationalPower of the Factual
So far, we have been considering ways in which positive theory
might serve as a source of norms for a rational decisionmaker. However, there are also mechanisms that cause nonrational or boundedly
rational decisionmakers to afford weight to the way things areweight that is arbitrary or excessive according to some background
account of rational decisionmaking. At the level of individuals, the
umbrella label is status quo bias, which subsumes phenomena such as
loss aversion, under which losses from an arbitrary baseline are
weighted more heavily (in fact about twice as heavily) as equivalent
gains;17 the related phenomenon of opportunity-cost neglect, in
which people weigh out-of-pocket costs more heavily than foregone
gains, even if the two are economically equivalent; and the endowment effect, which under certain circumstances may cause a divergence between individuals'
valuations of things they possess and
8
things they could obtain.1
16
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Confusion arises when skeptics point out that, in certain cases, a
fully rational individual may display similar behaviors, because (for
example) the individual is risk averse. The problem is that the actual
mechanisms that bring about the behavior may, in particular cases,
have nothing to do with such post hoc redescriptions. Some behavior
is overdetermined, in the sense that either the fully rational or the
boundedly rational decisionmaker may engage in it, for different reasons; it is unclear why we should care that a fully rational decisionmaker might have done the same thing, if in fact the behavior did not
arise in a fully rational way. The behaviors might be observationally
equivalent taken in isolation, but careful experimentation can often
trace the processes that produced them and determine whether those
processes were or were not rational.
III. POSITIVE THEORY AS A CONSTRAINT

Besides serving as a direct source of norms, facts and causal
mechanisms can serve as indirect constraints on decisionmaking. Of
course there are other indirect constraints; among these are the rules
of logic, as exemplified by Arrow's Theorem, 9 and other impossibility
results. However, I will restrict myself to the role of positive constraints. Roughly, facts and causal mechanisms can constrain normative decisionmaking either by raising the costs of given actions, or by
putting them outside the opportunity set altogether. These two ways
can be reduced into one by defining actions outside the opportunity
set as having an infinite cost, but this is a semantic reconciliation
only, so I will treat costs and constraints separately.
First, the existence of a status quo point may create costs of transition from the status quo to a preferred state; in some cases, those
costs may overbalance the gains from the switch. Transition costs
provide a rational interpretation of the theorist's common gambit of
attempting to "shift the burden" to the other side. This is often offered in a rhetorical or tendentious spirit. In some cases, however,
the other costs and benefits of a normative proposal are uncertain,
and the existence of transition costs serves as a tiebreaker that determines the argument in favor of the status quo. This is at the level of
legal theory; within legal practice, as inside a courtroom, the shifting
of burdens is straightforwardly rational, a device to allocate the costs
of decisionmaking and of error.
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Second, and more strongly, facts and causal mechanisms may limit
the opportunity set (or choice set or feasible set) of constitutional
rules or policies." One way in which facts and causal mechanisms
constrain normative theory is through the maxim "ought implies
can." It is a hoary proposition of individual-level ethics that one has
no obligation to do what one cannot do. It is not obvious that this
maxim is correct; consider that it is fully coherent to say things like, "I
should have helped him, but I couldn't." Statements of that sort suggest a sharp distinction between our first-best obligations and our
second-best opportunities. On this view, although the existence of
constraints might excuse compliance with our obligations, it does not
eliminate their existence. 21 Pragmatically, however, the consequences
for decisionmaking are the same on either view. There is no practical
sense in urging a course of action that cannot be carried out.
In deploying arguments that attempt to dismiss some normative
proposal as infeasible or (more strongly) utopian, several further distinctions are necessary. One is between the short run and the long
run. Constraints that are inelastic in the short run often turn out to
be elastic in the long run, so the appeal to constraints is often invalid
if offered as an objection to the first steps in a long-term campaign
for change. Another distinction is between hard constraints of technology, biology, and physics-no human can be ten feet tall-and the
softer constraints of politics. The latter typically arise from interaction equilibria among political actors and are highly susceptible to
disruption by sudden exogenous shocks or endogenous change, as
when threshold effects and tipping points create sudden discontinuities in institutional behavior. In politics, change is often dismissed as
unthinkable, up until the moment at which, suddenly, it occurs. Arguments from infeasibility that overlook these distinctions are a type
of political fallacy 2 that are often invoked to prop up the status quo
for disreputable reasons.
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IV. THE AUDIENCE FOR NORMATIVE THEORY
Finally, we may ascend to a higher theoretical level and examine
the role of positive theory as a constraint on the appropriate audiences for normative theorizing.3 I have in mind various versions of
what is called, in economics, the "determinacy paradox." If government is understood as a benevolent maximizer of social welfare, the
theorist's public-spirited or welfare-maximizing proposals are addressed to the right audience. Suppose, however, that governmental
motives are endogenized, and that government officials are modeled
as rationally self-interested actors. Then it is not clear that anyone
will be listening to public-spirited proposals; the audience to whom
they are addressed will be motivated to adopt them only if they happen to correspond to officials' self-interested aims. "[I]f what governments do is the result somehow of equilibrium behavior of selfinterested actors, then advising government is as senseless an activity
as -advising monopolists
to lower prices or advising the San Andreas
24
fault to be quiet.,

The determinacy paradox does not rule out all forms of normative
theorizing. Prescriptive theory is still possible; the theorist can advise
self-interested actors about how to pursue their interests, and may be
able to persuade them that a proximate goal they previously favored
does not serve their ultimate or long-term interests. But normative
advice about the ultimate ends to be pursued will either fall on deaf
ears, if it diverges from the ends the self-interested agents already
hold, or will be otiose, if it corresponds to those ends.
In this standard version, the determinacy paradox arises because
of the theorist's motivational assumptions about the decisionmakers
to whom the normative proposals are addressed. However, a similar
paradox arises where normative proposals are addressed to decisionmakers who are assumed to be subject to cognitive limitations. In a
simplistic example, the advice not to panic during emergencies is not
very useful, if addressed to decisionmakers who are assumed to have a
propensity to panic during emergencies. Even knowing their own
tendencies in the abstract, the decisionmakers may reason, "It's generally good advice not to panic, but this situation really is serious, so
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we must take severe measures"-a conclusion that may just embody
the very same panicky tendencies that the theorist diagnosed.
The determinacy paradox is ubiquitous in legal theory, particularly in public choice theory, which endogenizes the motivations of
government officials at the risk of rendering public-interested proposals fruitless. With modifications, the problem applies to normative proposals in traditional doctrinal scholarship addressed (as is
typically the case) to the Justices of the Supreme Court. Proposals in
this vein typically attempt to bring normative coherence to some domain of law through the Dworkinian procedure of fit and justification-reconciling conflicting cases, texts, and other legal sources,
and by putting them in a normatively attractive light. In public
choice scholarship, and in the attitudinal models of judicial motivations prevalent in political science,25 however, Justices 6 are assumed
to engage in self-interested behavior, or at best, to vote in accordance
with their notions of good public policy, constrained at most by strategic calculations of the reactions of other institutions. If this is the
case, it is not obvious that anyone on the Court is listening to the doctrinal theorist's proposals for advancing the normative coherence of
constitutional law.
To make sense of doctrinal scholarship, one must assume either
that the Justices are directly interested in creating good law, or else
that the Justices are indirectly interested in doing so, because they
care about their reputation with (among others) the law professors
who care about good law.27 In the latter case, the Justices are a real
audience for doctrinal scholarship because law professors are a real
audience for the Justices' opinions. Whether this happy equilibrium
exists is an open question. If it does, however, it provides a bridge be-
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I am oversimplifying slightly. A judge, for example, might act strategically in order to
maximize the chances that his (sincerely held) view of what the law requires will actually
be adopted by the court and will not be overridden by other institutions. More commonly, political scientists model judges as both strategic and interested solely in advancing their views of good policy, as opposed to good constitutional law. See, e.g.,
LEE
EPSTEIN &JACK KNIGHT, THE CHOICESJUSTICES MAKE 22-107 (1998) (describing the strategic activities Justices undertake to advance their preferred policy positions).
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cases in which the legal materials are indeterminate, and who thus have less scope for
self-interested or ideological decisionmaking.
See LAWRENCE BAUM, JUDGES AND THEIR AUDIENCES:

A PERSPECTIVE ON JUDICIAL

100-02 (2006) ("UJ]udges... care about the opinions of legal academics.... [Liaw professors control sources of judicial satisfaction such as publication of
opinions in casebooks and opportunities to lecture at law schools."). In Baum's picture,
law professors are one of the audiences that reputation-minded judges care about impressing or pleasing.
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tween internal legal theory offered by law professors and the external
perspective on judicial motivations-even assuming, from an external
perspective, that the Justices are not directly motivated to make the
law better.

